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The superunified field theory consists of a row of discoveries in the
realm of pure mathematics. It is two centuries ago that Karl Gauss
unified higher arithmetic (number theory), algebra and geometry
into what is called pure mathematics. The latter, however, still remains without its fundamental theorem despite that arithmetic and
algebra, or even analysis, have their own.
Therefore, the following logos fills an enormous gap between our
ignorance and what is the athematical reality existing beyond our
will:

One may write it in whatever algebraic forms such as

Given the self-growth process such that

We are prompted to illustrate the law of spontaneity as

As it is seen, the four-dimensional space-time is generated innately
by this theorem and, in addition, made with its intrinsic quantum
jump mechanisms. Symmetries are broken as infinitesimally as
And it is nothing but energy-entropy process, for

Given that

Now we move to the Funadamental theorem of absolute geometry,
which reads
The imprecision of the fundamental theorem of pure mathematics
We discover equals to
It is important to see inner-geometric relationship of the spin
So long as we investigate things in the extreme dept levels of reality, it is easily foreseeable that

And, of course,
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The Delta angle is the kinematic parameter of energy and the inner
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geometry as a whole determines fundamental interactions in the
microworld.
Consider the first case of the theoretical Deltas

Where
We approximate it and obtain

In the second case

Consider also the third case

Corrections of the formulae and equations do not spoil the mathematical beauty, but add up aesthetics of consistence and rigour.
The velocity of light can be computed in any manner, including

This Delat’s fluctuation is explained by

Do not bother about the small x-correction. No, it does not spoil
the picture; in contrary, it is destined to convince you in the fantastical precision of the system of geometry

As conserned the original theotical Delta parameter,

By a reason or other, probably, by Providence, some final formulae
do refer to the tri-unity of the history of geometry

Final truths of universal Existence are written in concise aphorictic
forms. Allembracing formulae and equations of the unified theory
are destined to reveal aesthetical resources of pure, or rather, purist
mathematics. Yet, we always stumble over broken symmetries in
the real mathematics, which is a natural phenomenon, not human
invention. Symmetry violations owe to the selfperturbation of the
entire system caused by the perpetual competence between fundamental constants. The mathematical beauty of the Universal system of harmony is expressed in superunifying formulae and equations. But their proof consists in the wealth of innate to the system
mechanisms for higher order approximations. For example,
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Now imagine that there were no method of harmonious integers.
It is solely by this method that the system proves its selfconsistence and self-sufficiency. With respect to physics, the system is
inevitable and sufficient. Mathematical theories should meet the
only requirement: to be inevitable and sufficient to solve any given
problem. As for the unified field theory problem, there is no more
need to anticipate as a new Einstein borns. Sometimes in history
may more matter an old-aged pastoral nomad being a self-made
Polymath. Therefore, the sole problem remaining is to correct the
current corrupted situation in and around theoretical physics. The
so-called superstring concept was and remains a crude mistake.
Mistakes in sciences do occur and there is no crime. But, if scientists try to defend major mistakes like string concept, there will be
no other way exempt corruption. Science should be fairplay.
Now let us illustrate what is the method of HIs. Given that
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me = 9.10938188;
e± = 1.602176462,
We have a mass-charge configuration such that

Rewrite it (50)

Then, gravi-electromagnetism will be subject to

And see that bare numeric cofficients are:
1837.41; 6.673; 2.99972458;
6.62606876.9.10938188; 1.602176462. (51)
The modern physical phenomenology complete with the two
anomalies arrives at a beautiful
]
The sequence shows that everything is defined by everything else
in the unified field. It is known since long ago that in depth the
cause and the effect cannot be distinguished.
The shortest aphoristic way to derive the fundamental mass spectrum appears to be
explained by
Now we shall enhance step by step the previous representation and
see what happens:

As it is seen, the ultimate operator in the capacity of the cosinus of
the nuclear strong force Theta parameter derives the phenomenology of physics is from the absolute-geometric spacetime. In this
connection we investigate the relationship of real and imaginary
cosines in the system of universal harmony.
Therefore,

The unification theory is necessarily a metatheory and as such it is
conjugated with a metaphysical mystery when some final results
of the theory describes the history of geometry from Euclid via
Gauss and to this moment of science developments (55)

And brilliantly,

If so, we are required to complete and obtain a superunified equation of the pentad of findamental constants such that
It satisfies the system
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